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Dear Planning Inspector,

Our UK Heritage :

During WW2 my relatives, , for our UK Heritage, Our
Values, Our Quality of Life.  Lives are incorporated into our landscape,
our human architecture.   Our citizens died to protect their fellow
citizens, BUT ALSO to preserve our Houses of Parliament, St Paul's, Our
Towns & Villages, Our Coountryside, etc., etc.  Ukrainians are fighting for
their people, their way of life, but also their history embodied in their
beautiful city architectures.

So Stone Henge is an imporantant part of Our UK Heritage.
1. Heritage Committee places it at risk, because of the propsed road
scheme !

2. But the bypass threatens to accelerate other self-inflicted damage :
     - Increase traffic, . . . Carbon, etc.  Much traffic is to & from 2nd
homes, caravans, hols.
    -  Destroy the very essence of the SW, by pricing local communities
out of the area.
        - I lived in the Lake District.  Most of my friends there worked in
the tourist industry.
          Housing / commuting costs have forced them to leave the area. 
The sense of 
         community is leaving with them.
          - Increasing accessibility, will accelerate this process.

3. It appears that the new planning submission is much the same as the
last one, and does
   not take into account recent changess, studies, reports, etc.
      - COP recommendations.  And HMG policies to move towards a
Sustainable UK.
      - Need to protect & Restore our natural environment - And farming
practices.
      - What is the Carbon impact - Cement, Tarmac, Tunnel, and the
machinery emissions.

4. If you must do it, use alternative routes.  Stonehenge is priceless, we
shuld not consider 



   damaging it, and its environs, to save pounds.

 and destroy priceless
heritage ?

Many thanks,

Peter Handforth.




